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Dr Milner and co-workers comment:

We are grateful to Dr Silverman and his colleagues for their comments on our paper. We would like to point out that we use a large flanged face mask which encompasses the cheeks and so will support most of the upper airway during occlusion. Looping of the plethysmograph/mouth pressure relation on the oscilloscope was rarely apparent. When present, the extremes of the loops were used rather than the slope, which obviates the problem mentioned. We agree that it is preferable to record tidal exchange during thoracic gas volume (TGV) measurements, but in practice find that we can get reproducible and satisfactory results by closing the shutter at the end tidal point based on the plethysmograph pressure trace on the oscilloscope, since in our system the child breathes through a system of tubes to the ambient environment and not into the plethysmograph chamber except when airways resistance measurements are collected.

We accept that in future measurements of TGV should routinely be made at end inspiration rather than end expiration and that some of the values may have been artificially high. Nevertheless, the fact that the results were abnormal indicates that airways obstruction was frequently present even if the degree of hyperinflation is exaggerated. We also accept that any such error will reduce the calculated Raw value, although it is also possible for small airway obstruction to produce hyperinflation without an appreciable rise in the airways resistance (Raw).

We still feel strongly that Raw measurements should be made only at rates at which flow is laminar. Measurements at two thirds of the tidal volume would have produced values 2 or 3 times higher. We are not convinced that the normal data available, often obtained using large dead space, has always been collected under laminar flow conditions.

Dr Poulton requests the F value for treatment versus no treatment of a multiple regression analysis of GDQ at 24 months post initial fit (GDQ24) controlling for number of fits in addition to age, sex, social class, neurological status, and initial GDQ. The resultant F value (F = 0.00253/0.22674 × 71/1 = 0.895) is not significant. Inclusion of all children—that is those in receipt of continuous or discontinuous medication or continuously receiving no drug—also results in a non-significant F value (F = 0.00013/0.20614 × 106/1 = 0.062) as does consideration of only those children without further fits (F = 0.00051/0.20322 × 65/1 = 0.163).

Comparison of all those children without subsequent fits with those with subsequent fits controlling for medication in addition to age, sex, social class, neurological status, and initial GDQ shows the negative effect of subsequent fits on GDQ24 to be significant at the 1% level (F = 0.02108/0.22637 × 106/1 = 0.871). The effect of the number of subsequent fits—from 0 to 7—results in an increased F value (F = 0.02371/0.22734 × 106/1 = 11.233).

The effect of anticonvulsant medication on GDQ is not significant; however, the greater rise in GDQ over 24 months of the no drug group reported in Table 1 of our original paper1 together with the work of other authors2-7 is reflected in our conclusion: ‘For children at high risk the present study supports continuous anticonvulsant medication until the child is past the vulnerable age. For those at low risk the present evidence suggests that treatment without the use of anticonvulsant drugs should be considered.’1
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Sir,

Aldridge Smith and Wallace show that children who have many fits tend also to have a falling GDQ.1 The question remains whether the first causes the second, or whether both are related to the severity of the underlying lesion. Does prophylaxis impair GDQ, or can it help by reducing the number of fits? The value they quote for GDQ of children without subsequent fits2 is not a fair measure of the independent effect of anticonvulsants on GDQ for at least 2 reasons.

Firstly, as Hertz et al.3 comment the data must include the dropouts from both treated and untreated groups, to avoid the bias inherent in self selection. Secondly, as number of fits is such a strong determinant of ultimate GDQ it should be included in the comparison of treated and untreated groups. The interesting statistic is surely the F value for treatment versus no treatment of a multiple regression analysis of GDQ controlling for number of fits in addition to age, sex, social class, neurological status, and initial GDQ. In other words, is any change in GDQ associated with anticonvulsants explicable by the number of fits which occurred, or is its effect independent? I am unable to find this information in their paper.

JOANNA POULTON
The Children's Hospital, Ladywood Middleway, Ladywood, Birmingham B16 8ET

Drs Aldridge Smith and Wallace comment:

Dr Poulton requests the F value for treatment versus no treatment of a multiple regression analysis of GDQ at 24 months post initial fit (GDQ24) controlling for number of fits in addition to age, sex, social class, neurological status, and initial GDQ. The resultant F value (F = 0.00253/0.22674 × 71/1 = 0.895) is not significant. Inclusion of all children—that is those in receipt of continuous or discontinuous medication or continuously receiving no drug—also results in a non-significant F value (F = 0.00013/0.20614 × 106/1 = 0.062) as does consideration of only those children without further fits (F = 0.00051/0.20322 × 65/1 = 0.163).

Comparison of all those children without subsequent fits with those with subsequent fits controlling for medication in addition to age, sex, social class, neurological status, and initial GDQ shows the negative effect of subsequent fits on GDQ24 to be significant at the 1% level (F = 0.02108/0.22637 × 106/1 = 0.871). The effect of the number of subsequent fits—from 0 to 7—results in an increased F value (F = 0.02371/0.22734 × 106/1 = 11.233).

The effect of anticonvulsant medication on GDQ is not significant; however, the greater rise in GDQ over 24 months of the no drug group reported in Table 1 of our original paper1 together with the work of other authors2-7 is reflected in our conclusion: ‘For children at high risk the present study supports continuous anticonvulsant medication until the child is past the vulnerable age. For those at low risk the present evidence suggests that treatment without the use of anticonvulsant drugs should be considered.’1
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